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Temperatures in Beijing were set to
plummet to a three-decade low
overnight on Wednesday, but that didn’t

stop a hardy group of retirees plunging into
icy waters to indulge in their bracing hobby
of outdoor swimming. As the mercury fell to
minus eleven Celsius (-12 Fahrenheit) in
China’s capital by the afternoon-and was
forecast to dip as low as minus 18 overnight-
around 15 swimmers jumped into icy outdoor
waters at a central city park. “It’s cold in the
water, but you will feel good when you come
out,” promises 60-year-old Nie Bing, emerg-
ing from the cold waves in a pair of trunks.

Wearing swimsuits, goggles, hats, water
shoes and socks and even gloves, the band
of swimmers take to the water every day for a
dip, whatever the weather. In midwinter they
often have to break the ice that forms over
the lake, sweeping sheets of it to one side
with a fishing rod to create swimming lanes.
Nearby, less hardy souls, bundled up in lay-
ers against the chill, glide across the frozen

lake on their ice skates. “The colder it is, the
more you want to swim,” affirmed another
swimmer surnamed Zhang, in his 70s.
China’s meteorological authority has issued a
severe weather warning across large parts of
the country, saying it will be hit by drastic
temperature drops and strong gales.

In Beijing, strong winds were predicted to
drag the ground feeling down below minus
30 degrees overnight. As the swimming
troupe emerged from the lake, some doused
themselves in warm water and watched the
steam rise off their bodies.  After their daily
swim, they bundle up in warm clothes and

gather on the banks to sing songs together.
Zhang did admit that the temperature felt
“colder than usual”-but no cause for concern.
“I’ve swam in colder weather than this,” he
said. — AFP

An ice swimmer swims in a frozen lake on a cold winter day in Beijing. A Chinese ice swimmer pushes the ice as he swims in a frozen river on a
cold winter day in Beijing.—AFP photos

SAG Awards bosses are “extremely
disappointed” the Grammy Awards
have been rescheduled for the same

day as their ceremony. SAG-AFTRA  - who
stage the annual Screen Actors Guild hon-
ours, which recognise excellence in TV and
film performance - announced last July they
would be delaying the 2021 event from their
usual January slot to 14 March this year,
and so are unimpressed when producers of
music’s biggest night revealed this week
their own ceremony will also be pushed
back until that date. SAG-AFTRA told TV
Line in a statement: “We are extremely dis-
appointed to hear of the conflicting date,

March 14th, announced today for this year’s
Grammy Awards telecast. “We announced
the same date for the SAG Awards last July
with the intent to give the greatest possible
scheduling consideration for other awards
shows. We expect the same consideration
from sister organizations throughout the
industry.” Awards season typically kicks off
in January, with a number of shows taking
place between this month and the end of
February or beginning of March, but the
coronavirus pandemic has seen a number
of changes to the schedule.The first major
2021 ceremony will be the Golden Globes,
which won’t take place until 28 February.

Grammy bosses explained earlier this week
they had decided to delay their ceremony -
which will be hosted by Trevor Noah -
because of the “deteriorating COVID situa-
tion” in Los Angeles, where the event takes
place. They said in a statement: “After
thoughtful conversations with health
experts, our host and artists scheduled to
appear, we are rescheduling the 63rd
Annual Grammy Awards to be broadcast
Sunday, March 14, 2021. “The deteriorating
COVID situation in Los Angeles, with hospi-
tal services being overwhelmed, ICUs hav-
ing reached capacity, and new guidance
from state and local governments have all
led us to conclude that postponing our
show was the right thing to do. “Nothing is
more important than the health and safety
of those in our music community and the
hundreds of people who work tirelessly on
producing the show. We want to thank all of
the talented artists, the staff, our vendors
and especially this year’s nominees for
their understanding, patience and willing-
ness to work with us as we navigate these
unprecedented times.” The ceremony is
also set to go ahead with no in-person
audience, and plans are in place to only let
presenters and performers on site, with
winners l ikely to accept their awards
remotely. — Bang Showbiz

The ‘Glee’ star gave birth to her first
child, son Ever Leo, with husband
Zandy Reich in August and revealed

on her Instagram Story this week that mas-
sive clumps of her hair have fallen out since.
She captioned one picture of her holding
strands of her brunette locks in her hand:
“The postpartum hair loss is REAL.” And
alongside a mirror selfie, the 34-year-old
actress admitted she might end up with a
“mom bob” soon. She wrote: “Enjoying this
long hair while it lasts because the mom
bob is right around the corner.” Lea previ-
ously admitted that her son is a “true bless-
ing” when she shared the first picture of the
newborn on social media. Alongside the
black and white photograph of her and her
spouse holding the baby’s foot, she wrote:
“Forever grateful for this true blessing (sic)”
Meanwhile, it was previously revealed that
Ever has been an “easy baby”. The insider
said: “Everyone’s happy and healthy, and
they’re extremely grateful. He’s been an
easy baby so far.” — Bang Showbiz
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